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Abstract—This document describes work done by our team        

during the last 12 months. We went deeper into motion          
anticipation and started intentions anticipation, based on       
linguistic intelligence. We provide the results, and explain the         
next step which will include a campaign of data acquisition in           
several nursing homes. We also update the team description, with          
2 newcomers, including an academic partner. 

Keywords: motion anticipation, behavior anticipation, ethical      
robots, service robots 

I. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Our main idea is to develop Artificial Intelligence (AI)         
tools and solutions to guarantee the ethical behavior of robots.          
We want to focus first on frail and isolated individuals, the           
most vulnerable population. 

As demonstrators, we suggest using Asimov’s laws as        
basic ethical behaviors : 

1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through          
inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. 

2. A robot must obey the orders given it by human          
beings except where such orders would conflict with        
the First Law. 

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as          
such protection does not conflict with the First or         
Second Laws 

We are developing robots to help frail people and their          
caregivers, but we consider that robots in themselves, and AI          
in particular, are not meant to replace humans, though         
demographics could easily help argue to the need of         
supplementing a quantitative lack of caregivers. That is why         
our robots aims to facilitate social links rather than destroy          
them. 

Since making ethical robots is a huge challenge, we         
decided during Year 2 to focus on Law 2 with motion           
anticipation, and start dealing with Laws 1 and 2 by          
understanding intentions of users, which is the core problem.         
Thanks to anticipation, our solution will reduce the two main          
risks for frail people: injuries and human isolation. 

II. DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGIES 

We already developed the motion anticipation module,       
started in year 1. 

A. Motion anticipation 
We have built hierarchical estimators using machine       

learning and neural network techniques to predict the robot’s         
positions. Lower layer algorithms detect short-term patterns in        
collected data and past motions to estimate positions at         
different times in the future. Higher layer algorithms use         
larger memory states (older values) to classify the robot’s         
behavior, select the adequate prediction time-span. 

AI algorithms look to learn the position at several seconds          
by relying on past data considered "normal" and without any          
situation incompatible with the risks (related to Asimov’s        
laws) we want to reduce. 

We also worked on training a model to directly detect          
non-compatible situations, by adding a set marked as        
incompatible to the database and that presents a risk for          
human beings or the robot itself. Since it is less general, it can             
contribute to increased robustness of algorithms in situations        
where the model has been trained. 

B. User’s intentions 
We are developing a specific chatbot for elderly people in          

nursing homes, from which we plan to extract unethical or          
risky intentions of users, for both patients and caregivers. 
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The concept of linguistic intelligence is based on the         
scientific understanding of the functioning of language       
(theoretical research) and the automatic understanding of texts        
(practical research). See references [14] to [16]. 

The automatic understanding of texts involves an analysis        
of the information, which proceeds in three steps: 

1. Extraction of the data (identify information in a text         
in a linguistic form) 

2. Qualification of the data (associate an information       
recognized with a meta-information) 

3. Interpretation of the data. 

This analysis of the information is performed by a         
semantic analysis machine that simulates three human       
linguistic capacities: 

● The first capacity is lexical capacity, the       
memorization of the words. Digital tools reproduce       
this capacity by exploiting large electronic      
dictionaries. 

● The second capacity is structural capacity. For the        
automatic analysis of texts, three levels are       
fundamental: a) the morphological level; b) the       
syntactic level: c) the semantic level. Formalized       
descriptions of the morphological, syntactic and      
semantic structures of languages allow a semantic       
analysis engine to reproduce this capacity. 

● The third capacity is combinatorial capacity: express       
the same concept in all kinds of ways. This capacity          
is reproduced through a conceptual classification of       
utterances from the calculation of the relevant word        
combinations that built on the two previous       
capacities. 

Through the simulation of these three capabilities,       
information is identified and semantically qualified by       
inserting tags. Meta-information added to the texts is then         
exploited by a base of rules to interpret it. 

C. Behavior management 
We are developing our own implementation of behavior        

trees on the top of the Artificial Neural Network described in           
section B to manage risks, see references [17] to [21].  

See also Figure I for an example of implementation, the          
situation of “LOST” robot. 

If a situation occurs where the algorithms predict a risky          
situation, then two possibilities emerge: a) the prediction is         
wrong and it is a false alert and probably an unnecessary           
correction, b) the prediction is correct and then there is a           
correction to be made. In this scenario, there is a predictor, a            
module that indicates if the prediction is problematic and a          
correction to be created. We are working on algorithms that          

aims to give weights to predictions at Nx1 seconds by          
combining several predictors. 

Depending on predictions, the behavior tree will decide        
what to do to reduce risks and respect Asimov’s law as well as             
possible.  

FIGURE I. EXCERPT OF OUR BEHAVIOR TREE IN “LOST ROBOT” SITUATION 

 

D. Available data 
The robot we are developing is for cognitive and physical          

assistance, able to collect the following data : 

● Position of the robot in a map 
● Speed of the robot 
● Laser scans 
● Video images 
● Conversations between users and robots 
● Position of the user relative to the robot 
● … 

Data is used as input for the various AI modules described           
above.  

As needed, we can validate that we are able to complete           
the robot’s information with environmental data: switches on        
doors and windows, temperature, humidity, light, motion, UV,        
vibrations … 

III. TECHNOLOGY IMPACT 

We shall improve the everyday life of a worldwide ageing          
population. In 2015, 900 million of persons were aged 60 or           
over, representing 12.3% of the population while they will         
number 1.4 billion in 2030 (16.5% of the whole population)          
and 2.1 billion in 2050 (21.6% of the population). By 2030,           
the age 60 or older population will rapidly grow all around the            
world: 71% in Latin America and the Caribbean, 66% in Asia,           
64% in Africa, 47% in Oceania, 41% in North America, and           
23% in Europe. Projections indicate that in 2050 the 80 &           
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older population will number 434 million, having more than         
tripled in number since 2015, when there were 125 million. 

Human assistance is the best answer to the needs of frail           
persons because it provides physical and cognitive assistance.        
However, the proportion between older persons and others        
(being able to provide support) will worsen: in 2015, one in           
eight1 people worldwide was aged 60 years or over. By 2030,           
they are expected to account for one in six1 and one in five1 by              
2050. The workforce will not grow fast enough to face the           
growing number of elderly (+56% by 2030). The OCDE         1

expects that the typical caregiver profile (women between 23         
years old and 44 years old) will only grow by 7%. Thus,            
solutions have to be found to anticipate this trend. 

For these reasons, robots will soon accompany a lot of          
elderly and frail people in their everyday life. One of the main            
identified ethical risk mentioned by Serge Tisseron is on the          
affective side : there is no way to avoid people loving their            
robots, as people can love other objects, but manufacturers can          
develop robots which fulfil users’ wishes, leading them to         
consider that their robot loves them too. The direct         
consequence will be that users may start preferring spending         
time with robots rather than with unpredictable human beings.         
At that stage, robots will start replace people. 

We believe that our work in this endeavor may pave the           
way towards robots able to increase social links between         
people rather than increasing isolation : we consider that         
isolation is harmful, and that according to Asimov’s laws, a          
robot must avoid human beings come to harm. 

IV. TECHNICAL EVALUATION 

Our basic idea is to develop an operational "predictive         
module" that is generic. Indeed, the prediction of the         
intentions of a user or the movements of a robot under the            
influence of external actions is one of the keys to the robotics            
of tomorrow: it means to anticipate behaviors, to avoid being          
reactive when it is often too late. The best illustration remains           
the dilemma of the autonomous vehicle that must choose the          
least worst of solutions in case of an impending accident.          
Being able to anticipate and therefore avoid these situations         
would provide some answers. More generally, giving robots        
an ethical dimension, for example, by allowing them to respect          
Asimov’s laws, is one of the other big issues. 

Our idea is therefore to have a module capable of          
processing a large number of heterogeneous input data, to         
select and train neural networks that give prediction        
information to the control laws, then to make a real-time          
implementation of this module on a Raspberry type card. Such          
a module can be used on-board in most service robotics          
applications, and operate in real-time. 

1 Help Wanted ? Providing and Paying for Long Term Care OECD Health 
Policy Studies, OECD Publishing, 2011 

 

FIGURE II. GENERIC PREDICTIVE MODULE 

 

We put in place a modular software development        
environment that allowed us to test different types of neural          
networks from the data that was provided, and to obtain the           
results described below. 

The following figure shows the architecture chosen as a         
solution for the prediction. It consists of four main functions:          
a) transformation function, b) prediction function, c)       
continuous learning function and d) filtering function or        
selection of the prediction period. 

FIGURE III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PREDICTIVE MODEL 

 

Among the many solutions developed and tested, here are         
those that have been specifically studied in simulation and         
used in the first implementation 

● First order estimator: estimate based on an angular        
velocity calculated on the last N available samples        
provided by the transform functions. 

● Linear regression: linear regression with presence or       
absence of one or two order regularization function.        
Non-linearity introduced by the choice of      
transformations carried out downstream. 

● Polynomial interpolation: performed by a     
two-function pipeline 

○ calculation of "features" of degrees 2 or 3        
(including cross products) 

○ linear regression on the basis of the new        
"features" with presence of a degree 1 or 2         
regularization function. 

● Simple neural network: simple network of      
"Multi-layer Perceptron" type up to 8 layers and        
several types of activation function 
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● Deep neural network: More complex neural      
network with many types of combinations of       
activation and generalization functions (drop) using      
Tensorflow libraries via Keras. Integration into the       
scikit-learn API for compatibility with the rest of the         
environment. 

● Network type LSTM: recurrent network with LSTM       
cell in the dual idea of being able to detect behaviors           
corresponding to long sequences and without having       
to increase the size of the layers of the multi-layer          
perceptron style. 

● Extreme machine learning: Simple neural network      
with fast learning of extreme machine learning type.        
Hoping to accelerate continuous learning. 

V. PROBLEM IMPACT EVALUATION 

Our approach is to anticipate motions of robots and         
intentions of users, and apply rules to decide whether the          
forthcoming situation is in line with Asimov’s Laws. But the          
practical measurement of ethical behaviors is not easy, the         
first approaches being in the business area [13]. Such methods          
are based on direct and indirect questionnaires, text analysis ...          
which cannot be used in real-time. 

Our contribution is not the definition of rules, but a module           
being able to anticipate a forthcoming situation based on         
motion and speech analysis. To have the opportunity to avoid          
unethical situations before they occur, by using more classical         
measurement methods as mentioned in [13]. This part is still at           
the definition stage. 

We describe below the results we got for motion         
anticipation, and how we plan to do for intention anticipation. 

VI. Results of motion anticipation 
We built a complete framework written in Python for         
algorithm development and real time implementation of linux        
hardware (illustration on figure IV).  

FIGURE IV. DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK 

 

It is a very modular approach where all pieces of the           
motion anticipation solution are modules derived from base        
classes and therefore it is very easy to test or implement           
various types of machine learning algorithms. 

Figure V illustrates prediction results of an angular        
position using an adaptive timespan between 100 ms and 800          
ms. 

The model is able to cope with various types of          
movements and different speeds and can predict behaviour        
very close to or even beyond the “local period” of a           
displacement which is interesting because it proves that the         
solution is able to learn complex behaviors that goes far          
beyond simple linear regression.  

FIGURE V. ANGULAR POSITION PREDICTION

 

And indeed, we can observe the statistics of the prediction          
error (figure VI) and score that have a good distribution          
among the prediction period which means that the error         
remains small enough at a long prediction span in order to           
anticipate the motion of the robot. 

FIGURE VI. PREDICTION STATISTICS 

 

The ability to learn in real time motion patterns is the key            
point towards longer timespan predictions. And at higher level         
it is necessary to include a new layer in the prediction like the             
intention anticipation because there are situations where it is         
more challenging to make predictions, for example when there         
is suddenly a major change in the motion.  

In figure VII, motion patterns with different colors are         
shown at prediction time during challenging situations.  
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FIGURE VII. DISTRIBUTION OF PREDICTION 

 

The distribution of the error shows that it is when there is            
suddenly a different pattern that the prediction is less accurate. 

External information having information about the reason        
of the sudden changes can significantly improve the quality of          
the prediction, for example with contextual information from        
user’s anticipation. The detection and classification of specific        
patterns is also the base of the scheme for the detection and            
marking of non-compatible situations where there is a risk for          
the human being or robot. 

VII. Intentions anticipation 
Regarding intentions anticipation, we have not yet       

completed development work, we have started developing       
local grammars (see figure VIII , an excerpt of “health issue”),           
and are preparing acquisition campaigns.  

FIGURE VIII. EXCERPT OF LOCAL GRAMMAR (HEALTH ISSUE) 

 

The general context is that of personalized assistance to the          
elderly such as robots intervene in addition to caregivers. One          

of the objectives is to facilitate the dialogue between a user           
and a robot, but also between patients and caregivers. 

The verbal interactions processing focuses on requests for        
information, such as obtaining visiting hours, and requests for         
action, such as calling a loved one on the phone. These           
requests are done by user either directly, in the form of an            
order, or after a solicitation of the robot. The robot must be            
able to understand them and respond by providing the desired          
information or by acting as specified. Other aspects of the          
dialogue are solicited. In particular, the information related to         
the state of health of the user; for example, an indication of            
particular or general suffering. From this point of view, the          
data processed by the robot are in accordance with the first           
Asimov’s Law, because they enable it to alert the user's          
entourage in case of painful physiological or psychological        
feeling and, as a result, to obey the first Law, especially its            
second term: "through inaction, allow a human being to come          
to harm". 

This approach is also in compliance with the second law          
since it obeys "the orders given to it by a human being" in the              
form of a request for information or action. The second part of            
the law "as long as such protection does not conflict with the            
First Law" implies associating, where appropriate, claims       
formulated by user with indications of dangerousness so that a          
danger is detected through a request. Not only, the robot must           
not obey the order but it must alert the user's entourage of the             
identified danger. This aspect of the second law is problematic          
from the point of view of the autonomy of the user and his             
freedom to decide. One solution would be to modulate the          
dangerousness according to the users. Asking to leave one's         
room has different consequences depending on whether the        
patient is suffering from senile degeneration or whether he has          
full possession of one's intellectual faculties.  

The third law requires a comment. Its non-contradictory        
feature applies entirely to the first law but partially to the           
second. The latter has two parts: one concerns the need to           
obey to human being, the other the fact that given orders do            
not endanger any human being. It follows that the third law           
prohibits a robot from obeying orders that destroy it unless          
those orders save a human life. The short story "Closed Cycle"           
of Isaac Asimov (The cycle of robots volume 1) illustrates this           
problem inherent in the third law. As part of the project, this            
law is implemented by identifying requests from a user         
corresponding to orders that jeopardize the integrity of the         
robot, and by not responding to these demands. 

As far as verbal interactions are concerned, our research         
aims to integrate the three laws of robotics into their language           
interpretation module. It involves identifying information and       
associating it with meta-informations related to these three        
laws and their internal coherence. 
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VIII. NEXT STEPS 
Our next step is a project of massive real world data           

acquisition. The project should take at least 6 months,         
followed by analysis and processing work. 

With the European leader of nursing homes onboard,        
KORIAN Group, (almost 750 facilities), we have much more         
locations and persons (both residents and caregivers) than        
needed to carry out the acquisition campaign. 

We are preparing two complementary data acquisition       
campaigns but in a single session, one for the motion          
anticipation of the robot and the other one for users’ spoken           
intentions. 

In these two campaigns, we plan to tag ALL encountered          
situations as Asimov’s Laws compliant or not. We shall also          
try to tag ethical/unethical situations. We expect this work will          
contribute to better define when Asimov’s laws are respected         
or not from real situations. The same for the meaning of           
ethical/unethical behaviors of robot. 

In terms of developments, we also shall do the following          
during the next year : 

● Apply tools of motion prediction to emotion       
prediction, to get real-time processing of both 

● Develop relevant behavior trees using our proprietary       
technology, in a few identified situations, to prevent        
infringement of Asimov’s laws 

● Prepare a full demonstrator, a complete robot with AI         
anticipation functions 

● Define metrics to demonstrate our system      
capabilities. We will focus on measuring reduction of        
injuries for residents, and increase of social ties        
between residents and caregivers, which is a good        
illustration of isolation reduction.  

A. Data campaign for motion anticipation 
Our latest robot, Kompaï-3, is     
still under development but first     
prototypes should be available    
before the end of the year. 

Kompaï-3 is the result of     
Kompaï-1 and 2 findings,    
enriched by a unique validated     
mechanism for mobility   
assistance. It can provide the     
same support as a robust     
caregiver for mobility   
assistance. It has been fully     
designed for frail people and     
caregivers, it is not a general      
purpose robot developed for    
healthy people. It is also     
smaller than previous versions    

(providing more visibility when walking), no bigger than a         
standard chair, a better ergonomy (more space for feet), 360°          
vision with the bottom laser (better localization in the         
building), sensors for patient’s legs movement detection to        
control speed and direction, RFID antenna in the head. 

Three robots, equipped with a data acquisition module (see         
section “Data Available” above), will be used for six months          
in at least three differents facilities to collect enough data.          
This data, totally anonymous, will be stored in the cloud to be            
processed. 

B. Data campaign for user’s intentions 
We have scheduled a campaign to acquire spoken data in          

the next months, in KORIAN’s facilities. 

We will record conversations between residents, caregivers       
and the robot. From these conversations, we will recover as          
sound files, a set of records that will serve as a corpus of work.              
The topics of conversation of users are of all kinds. Several           
potential topics have been identified, but many more remain to          
be discovered, this is one of the objectives of the campaign.           
For instance : 

Requests for information: 
● Request for information on TV programs 
● Request time information 
● Request for information on meal menus 
● Request information on activity schedules 
● Request information on visiting schedules 
● Request for information on activities 
● Request for information on weather 
● Request for information on the date 
● Request information about the time of day 
● Request for information on visits 
● ... 

Requests for action: 
● Request for action related to a health problem 
● Action request about a drug intake 
● Request for action relating to listening to a radio 
● Action request for a television program 
● Action request for reading an audiobook 
● ... 

The parameters to be taken into account in the profiling of           
the users are : 

● Sex: man / woman 
● Age: a) under 80 years of age; (b) between ages 80           

and 90; (c) between 91 and 100; d) older than 100 
● Level of dependence: a) independent; b) dependent;       

c) very dependent 
● Cognitive state: a) very alert; b) alert; c) not very          

alert 

For each profile, we must select 3 candidates. If possible,          
the social level of the 3 candidates should be different. What is            
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done by 3 levels of language: 1) sustained; 2) normal; 3)           
familiar. 

Thus, while we theoretically need 216 candidates (which        
may be difficult, because, for example, finding 3 men over          
100 years old, independent and very alert is unlikely), we must           
try to to have a minimum number that corresponds to the 72            
profiles to have a wide variety of informants. 

IX. IRB REVIEW STATUS 

In our projects, we solicit a dedicated ethics committee         
before undertaking experimentation, within the PPC (Patient       
Protection Committee) procedure. We are required to present        
the details of the experiment and how we will protect the           
privacy of the participants: the committee then makes a         
decision. This process is experiment-specific, and must be        
conducted for each campaign. This campaign being similar in         
ethics as to those we have already conducted, we are confident           
in the Ethics Committee’s approval. The PPC requires the         
informed consent of patients/residents, or of their family when         
they are under guardianship. Also, all data acquired and         
transmitted during the campaign will be anonymized. 

In any case, we plan for the commercial version to apply a            
general ethical code, preferably an international standard that        
applies to service robots. Work of this type is currently applied           
in the UK; the BSI (British Standard Institution) published         
early 2016 a proposal entitled "Guide to the Ethical Design          
and Application of Robots and Robotic Systems" ref        
8611:2016. 

We want to contribute to the emergence of international         
ethical rules for such robots (in touch with frail people)          
design, which will help facilitate industrial deployment by        
helping to shape the rules governing the fundamental ethics of          
robotics. 

X. ABOUT THE TEAM 
KOMPAÏ robotics started alone, and ADITEM joined us in         

the first year, as the specialist in “real-time” AI. They work on            
the motion anticipation problem. 

In year 2, we completed the team with Teamnet, a software           
development company, having human resources available for       
developments and experimentations, and Laboratoire TTN in       
Paris, experts in “linguistic intelligence” to work on users’         
intentions extracted from spoken exchanges with the Chatbot. 

KORIAN Group, the European leader of private nursing        
homes, (almost 750 facilities, 250 000 patients/residents and        
almost 50 000 employees) is an historic partner of KOMPAÏ          
robotics. They allow us to experiment with their staff and          
residents. They also manage all legal and ethical issues related          
to these experimentations. 
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